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Abstract– Now a day electrical power faces several quality issues
like voltage distortion, load unbalancing, excessive neutral
current due to harmonics. In this paper, a hybrid D-STATCOM
with T-connected transformer and a single phase Active Power
Filter is used to reduce harmonics and to compensate the neutral
current. SRF based control algorithm is used to control the DSTATCOM. The complete model is designed in MATLAB
Simulink environment and the results are shown.

characteristics are dependent upon the location, impedance of
transformer and utility voltage condition [1].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the present day 3phase 4wire distribution systems are
facing many power quality issues such as load reactive power,
voltage and current harmonics and due the unbalanced load
excessive neutral current flow. Spreading of nonlinear loads
leads to the harmonics in the system [1-4].
The increase in use of non-linear load at the distribution
end or due to excessive use of different types of power
electronics equipment causes harmonics in the voltage and
current and reactive power burden[5]. Due to unbalance nonlinear loads neutral current compensation is required so that the
size of the neutral conductor can be minimized in addition to
improving power quality. Remedies for the power quality
issues has been listed in the literature[6] and the controller
used to mitigate the power quality issues in the distribution
system are called the custom power devices (CPD).These
custom power devices (CPD’s) include D-STATCOM
(Distribution Static Compensator), DVR (Dynamic Voltage
Restorer) and UPQC (Unified Power Quality Conditioner).
The use of transformers for neutral current compensation
has an advantage over the active compensation techniques as
passive compensation methods are rugged and less sensitive as
compared to active compensation techniques. Other
Transformer configuration based compensating devices such as
Scott connected and Hexagon connected are also available but
there is no provision to improve displacement power factor and
also the fundamental frequency component was not balanced..
These transformer configuration reduce phasor harmonics and
source current to a great extent. But their compensation

Voltage source converter based active compensators for
neutral current compensation require 4 leg topology which is
costly [6]. Examples of active compensations are DSTATCOM, DVR and UPQC. D-STATCOM is a shunt
connected device which take care of the current problem in the
power quality. DVR is series connected device with source and
take care of the voltage problem in the power quality. UPQC is
the hybrid of both shunt and series compensator and it takes
care of both voltage and current in the power quality problem.
This paper proposes a hybrid configuration of 3 ϕ 3wire
D-STATCOM, single phase APF (Active Power Filter) and Tconnected transformer for compensation of phase current
harmonics and source neutral current. The advantage of this
topology is that D-STATCOM is of reduced rating, APF can
be connected in to the circuit as per the load requirement.
II.

CONFIGURATION OF A HYBRID D-STATCOM

Fig. 1. Shows the schematic diagram of 3phase 4wire
hybrid system. The realization of T-connected transformer is
shown in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 1, a 3phase source is
connected to a 3phase 4wire nonlinear load, a T-connected
transformer is connected in parallel to the load, and a single
phase active power filter is connected between neutral terminal
of T-connected transformer and utility neutral conductor along
with a series filter inductance.
The single phase APF produces desired amount of
current and injects it through the neutral of the T-connected
transformer to compensate the source neutral current as this
corresponds to the voltage drop in the transformer winding [1].
The inverter of the single phase APF is supplied by a separate
single phase transformer and a diode bridge converter for a
very low volt-ampere rating, as this corresponds to the voltage
drop in the transformer winding. However in some rigorous
condition the voltage across the APF increases to a great
extent. Therefore under these conditions the APF needed to be
protected with a switch (S).
Whereas 3phase 3wire D-STATCOM is connected along
with the T-connected transformer as shown in Fig. 2, which
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produces the desired amount of 3phase current which
compensates (a) positive sequence and negative sequence
harmonics in source currents and (b) reactive power of load.
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Fig. 1. A reduced rating hybrid D-STATCOM for 3P4W distribution systems using a T-connected transformer, a 3P3W D-STATCOM and a single-phase APF

III. OPERATION OF HYBRID D-STATCOM
When the switch is closed (S closed) then only Tconnected transformer acts as the compensator and APF is
bypassed. Then the transformer avail the low impedance path
for the zero sequence currents to flow between the nonlinear
load and the T-connected transformer. Whereas, the strength
of compensation strictly depends upon the location of the
compensator and the impedance offered by the T-connected

transformer, and the system [2].

Fig. 2. T-connected transformer realized by using a two winding and a three
winding transformer.

When the switch is opened (S open), the single phase
active power filter APF comes into the operation and this APF
produces the desired amount of current to compensate the
source neutral current and inject this produced current through
the neutral of the T-connected transformer. This current is
then split equally and flow through each phase of T-connected
transformer. In this manner APF circulate the neutral current
to the load through T-connected transformer winding. And
hence the strength of compensation does not depends on the
location and zero sequence impedance of transformer and
therefore the specially designed T-connected transformer with
low impedance is not required.
A. Operation of scheme under unbalance/distorted utility
voltages
When the switch is closed (S closed), the performance of
only T-connected transformer also depends on the utility
voltage conditions. Under distorted/unbalanced source voltage
conditions, a zero sequence voltage may exist which shows
the low impedance path for zero sequence current between
utility and the T-connected transformer. Therefore, there is a
large source neutral current flow which is greater than load
neutral current, which may have adverse effect on the
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performance and may result in burn down of the neutral
conductor of transformer. Whereas along with the singlephase APF, the compensating source neutral current forcibly
inters through the neutral of T-connected transformer and
therefore strength of compensation is independent of utility
voltage conditions.
IV. CONTROL OF 3PHASE 3WIRE D-STATCOM

Fig. 3. SRF Based Control strategy of D-STATCOM

D-STATCOM consists of a capacitor on dc side as a dc
voltage source behind self-commutated inverter realized by
IGBT and coupling inductance also called as (VSI) voltage
source inverter. This is operated through a 3-leg, PWM
switching scheme. PWM signals are obtained by a suitable
control scheme. For that scheme reference current and sensed
D-STATCOM currents are the input signals. Several control
schemes are available in the literature to eliminate load harmo-

Fig. 4. MATLAB/Simulink model of the three phase three wire D-STATCOM

In this paper, the SRF theory is used. SRF theory is

and frequency shift of 1 (=50 Hz). Negative frequency
components go through A the basic block diagram of SRF
theory is shown in Fig. 3. The sensed inputs voltages are the
va, vb, and vc the load currents are iLa, iLb, and iLc are given to

based on the transformation of currents in synchronously
rotation d-q frame. The load currents components with load
current transformation of iLa, iLb, and iLc to d-q reference. In
which the positive sequence components at fundamental
frequency (1), are changed to DC quantities and harmonic

the controller. Voltage signals are functioned by a phaselocked loop (PLL) to produce unit voltage templates (sine and
cosine signals). Currents signals are transformed to d-q frame,
where these signals are filtered and transformed reverse to abc
frame (isa, isb, and isc), which are fed to a hysteresis-based

-nics and reactive currents and they are based on power
balance theory, instantaneous reactive power (IRP) theory, and
synchronous reference frame theory, etc. [5].
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PWM controller to generate final switching signals fed to the
DSTATCOM. Consequently this blocks working as a
controller for the purpose of DSTATCOM controlling.

V.
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Fig. 5. Control strategy of single phase APF

The block diagram for the control of single phase APF is
shown in Fig. 5. The reference current for the APF is load
neutral current. Then this reference current is compared to the
T-connected transformer neutral current (ITn). The difference
of these two quantities is then given to a PI controller. Then
the output of the PI controller is compared with the triangular
carrier wave to generate the gate patterns for the single phase
inverter.
VI.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulation study of the proposed system has been
carried out in MATLAB/Simulink environment and the
Simulink model of the entire system is shown in Fig. 4.
Control blocks for the 3p3w D-STATCOM and APFs are also

modeled in MATLAB/Simulink power system block sets. The
parameter used in the computer simulation are given in table
1.
The performance of the proposed scheme has been
studied for reactive power compensation, harmonic
elimination and neutral current compensation under various
operating conditions and the results are discussed below.
A. Performance under balanced 3-phase load with firing
angle 15 degrees
SRF based 3ϕ3w D-STATCOM is investigated under
balanced rectifier load with different firing angle. Under this,
the test system does not include the T-connected transformer
and single phase APF. The balanced load consist of :- 3ϕcontrolled rectifier, Rdc = 15 Ω, Ldc = 200 mH, firing angle =
15º,Commutation inductance = 2 mH.
The simulation result of the 3 phase 4wire system with 3
phase balanced nonlinear load under ideal utility voltage
condition is shown in Fig. 4. The quantities which are shown
are as follows: trace 1 - source voltages (Vabc); trace 2 - source
phase currents (Iabc); trace 3 - total current injected by DSTATCOM through T-connected transformer (Icomp); trace 4 DC side load voltage of D-STATCOM (Vdc); trace 5 - load
neutral current (ILn); trace 6 – T-connected transformer neutral
current.From above result shown in Fig.6. When the load
firing angle is 15º, the THD is 22.43%. When D-STATCOM
is turned on at 0.25 secs it reduces of to 2.60%. The THD is
shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6. Performance of 3ϕ3w D-STATCOM under balanced rectifier load with firing angle 15 degree.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. THD of hybrid system (a) when D-STATCOM is off (B) when D-STATCOM is on

B. Performance of DSTATCOM under unbalanced nonlinear
load without single phase APF
The unbalanced load consist of :- 3-ϕcontrolled rectifier, Rdc =
15 Ω, Ldc = 200 mH, firing angle = 15º, commutation
inductance =2 mH. Single-phase uncontrolled rectifier
connected between a-phase and the neutral, Rdc= 10 Ω, Ldc =
500 mH, commutation inductance = 2 mH. Single-phase
uncontrolled rectifier connected between b-phase and
neutral,Rdc = 4 Ω, Ldc = 50 mH. Firing angle = 15º,
commutation inductance = 2 mH. When this unbalanced load

is connected to 3 phase source and only T-connected
transformer is working and the switch for APF is closed thus
bypassing the APF. Then as shown Fig. 9, the source neutral
current reduces from 62 amps to 38 amps i.e. T-connected
transformer along with D-STATCOM attenuates the neutral
current to a great extent. But we need complete elimination of
source neutral current. For which we connect an APF which is
shown further. The THD of uncompensated part is 21.22 %
and after T-connected transformer and D-STATCOM comes
into operation THD reduces to 8.32 %.
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Fig. 8. Performance of D-STATCOM with T-connected transformer under unbalanced nonlinear load without single phase APF.

C. Performance of DSTATCOM under unbalanced nonlinear
load with single phase APF
sWhen APF is also connected in the circuit then the
complete elimination or negligible amount of source neutral

current can be obtained and the THD of the uncompensated
part is 21.22 % after T-connected and APF comes into the
operation then THD reduced to 5.95 %. As shown in Fig. 10.
Comparison between THDs are shown in table 1.

Fig. 9. Performance of D-STATCOM with T-connected transformer under unbalanced nonlinear load with single phase APF.
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Total Harmonic Distortion of different
phase in %

Hybrid Systems

Phase A

Phase B

Phase C

D-STATCOM with Tconnected transformer

8.25

4.69

6.79

D-STATCOM with Tconnected transformer
and single phase APF

3.87

4.26

4.28

TABLE 1. THD of different phases with different compensators.

VII.

CONCLUSION

This paper briefly describes the performance of Hybrid DSTATCOM under unbalanced load and under distorted utility
conditions through extensive simulations.
From the results it is observed that the proposed Hybrid DSTATCOM completely improves the source current profile
and limits it well within IEEE 519 standards of power quality
with the help of T-connected transformer for neutral current
compensation. Though the neutral current is reduced to 61%
only, with the help of single phase APF the neutral current is
further reduced by 8% of the source currents.
APPENDIX
Parameter
AC line voltage
Line impedance

Value
3ϕ,4wire, 415 V, 50 Hz
Rs = 0.01 X, Ls = 1 mH

DC bus voltage of D-STATCOM
DC bus capacitance of DSTATCOM

4700 µF

D-STATCOM coupling inductor
Single-phase APF output inductor
PWM switching frequency for
3P3W
and single-phase inverter
T-connected transformer

700 V

Lac = 3.5 mH
Lf = 0.5 mH
10 kHz
1-ϕ, 20 kV A, 240/120/120 V; 1φ, 20 kV A, 208/208 [15]
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